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The new P2PP:  
New Concepts 

P2PP v2 P2PP v3 

-  OBs are individual units 
   execution of OBs is independently 

-  Execution times of OBs which are  
  executed in immediate sequence is 
  identical to their summed execution  
  time if observed days apart.  

-  OBs can be organized in  
   structural units (Containers)  
        OBs can be “linked”  
   à implementation of observing  
        strategies already on the OB level 

-  Execution times of OBs which are  
  concatenated, hence executed in  
  immediate sequence, is less than  
  the exec. time sum of the individual  
  OBs  
   



The new P2PP:  
New concept of scheduling containers 
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Concatenation 

–  A set of OBs that has to be executed back-to-back with no other 
observation in between 

Example: Science + Calibrator, or IMG + SPEC observation 
executed back-to-back 

–  Once one OB is sent to the execution sequence, all OBs of the 
concatenation go to the execution sequence 

–  A Concatenation can be successfully executed only if ALL 
concatenated OBs are successfully executed (Completed) 

–  If one OB of the concatenation “fails”, the whole concatenation 
must be repeated 

The new P2PP:  
scheduling containers 
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Time-link 
–  A sequence of OBs that has to be executed with minimum and 

maximum relative time delay 

Example: monitoring of a variable source once per month 
 
–  The first OB in a sequence may have absolute time windows 
–  All subsequent OBs have lower and upper time limit for 

execution 
–  As soon as the first OB in a sequence gets status Completed, 

the next OB gets absolute time window 
–  Possibility to roll-back the time in case the OB is re-classified 

from “C” (completed) to “M” (must-repeat) 
–  OBs with absolute time windows may EXPIRE!  
                                      New OB status “F” (failed) 

The new P2PP:  
scheduling containers 
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Group 
–  A set of OBs which have some (soft) interdependency. 
    A desirable constraint to execute OBs close to each other in time 

once the first group OB is executed that group has higher priority 
than other groups. 

Example: once the B-band observations of target 1 was executed it 
is desirable to execute the associated V-band observation of the 
same target, before starting to observe the next target.  

 
–  This is the most loose concept 
–  The execution of the OBs is independent 
–  By executing one OB from a group, this group gets higher priority 

with respect to other groups of the same programme – group 
contribution affects group score 

–  Useful in particular for larger programmes/surveys 
 

The new P2PP:  
scheduling containers 
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The new P2PP: First steps 
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The new P2PP: First steps 

Main Window 

! 
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The new P2PP: First steps 

Your SM/VM runs 

Select your run and start  
creating Observation Blocks (OBs) 
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The new P2PP: Creating OBs 
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The new P2PP: Creating OBs 

double-click on  
OB to edit 



The new P2PP:  
Creating OB concatenations 
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Important notes: 
•  OBs are executed in a continuous 
  sequence  

•  Sequence defined by order of OB 
  submission,  
  change of sequence order in P2PP 

•  Do not define different  
  transparency constraints for OBs 

•  Maximum allowed length of  
  concatenation exec.Time is 
  1 hour 
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The new P2PP:  
Creating Time-link OB containers 

Important notes: 
•  The first OB can have an absolute time  
  constraint, to be defined within the OB 
  (double-click on OB and go to “Time Intervals”) 
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The new P2PP:  
Creating Time-link OB containers 

Important notes: 

•  Subsequent OBs within Time-Link can  
  only have relative (wrt previous OB) 
                            time constraints 
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The new P2PP:  
Creating OB groups 

Important notes: 
•  Used to implement observing   
  strategy, such as execute all   
  filter observations of target 1  
  first, before starting target 2  
à Group1 (target1) 
    Group2 (target2)   
but:  soft requirement 
 
•  If execution of an OB fails 
(execution unsuccessful), only 
this OB will be re-scheduled, 
not all OBs of the Group.  
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The new P2PP:  
Creating OB Groups 

Important notes: 
•  Any Group may have a higher  
  execution priority than   
  another group (e.g. execution  
  of target 1 is more important  
  than target 2) 
 
•  Within a group different OBs   
  can have different priorities 20!

30!
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The new P2PP: Final steps 

- attaching Finding Charts  
   to OBs 
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-  writing and submitting 
  ReadMe file of runs 

The new P2PP: Final steps 
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-  submitting OBs 
  and Containers 

The new P2PP: Final steps 

Check-in 
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-  submitting OBs 
  and Containers 
           but  
breaking the rules! 

The new P2PP: Final steps 

Waiver granted? 
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The new P2PP:  
Final steps 

Last step 
Blow the whistle 

= 
click P2PP-submit  

notification is sent 
to USD indicating  
that Phase2  
submission is done 



The new P2PP:  
Where to seek help + Future Updates 

P2PP3 User Manual and video tutorial: 
    http://www.eso.org/sci/observing/phase2/P2PPSurveys/

P2PP3Documentation.UVES.html 

 

Contact during the Phase2 preparation: 

                               usd-help@eso.org 
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  Future P2PP 3.x release: 

         Containers of containers (nested containers),  
         e.g. time-links between groups 

 
 


